Nagasaki Lantern Festival and Kyushu Explorer Tour - 2023

January 17th-25th, 2023 non-stop via
Cancel for any reason up to 90 days prior-FULL REFUND!

7nights/9days from: $2,995 double/triple; $3295 single
Low deposit- $75 per person- Reserve by August 1st – Save $50 per person
If you have ever wanted to visit Nagasaki, there is no better time than during the annual Nagasaki
Lantern Festival, celebrating Chinese New Year with over 15,000 lanterns and lights. As Japan’s oldest
Chinatown, due to a long trading history with China, these cultural ties are celebrated each year for two
weeks. Besides specular lanterns, there are a variety of traditional Chinese shows and parades to enjoy
such as lion dances and the Mazu Procession, recreating the route Chinese sailing crews once used to
enter the city.
Our 7-night tour begins in Hakata, on the northern tip of Kyushu Island. It is western Japan’s most
happening city and gateway to the country. Set amid splendid natural diversity – bordered by mountains,
flanked by sea, and dotted with hot springs – the metropolis is an exciting hub of modern city life. Rich
with tradition and modern cultural attraction, contemporary art, architecture, shopping, and cuisine
complement centuries’-old temples and shrines.
There is much more to see and enjoy on this tour, visiting Karato Market in Shimonoseki to enjoy fresh
sushi, Okawachiyama Village, a secluded pottery village, and Houis Ten Bosch, a theme park that
recreates a Dutch town. Ah, there is much more, Kujukushima Pearl Sea Resort, Shimabara, the koi fish
town, Kumamoto, and Mt. Aso.
Activities on tour include a sake brewery visit, onsen stay, Castella Land Factory tour and tasting,
sightseeing cruise, slope car ride, and plenty of quality shopping experiences.
Itinerary/Details
Day 1 – January 17th, 2023- Tuesday – Depart from Honolulu

Hawaiian Airlines #827 Departs Honolulu 12:30 pm – Arrive Fukuoka 6:40 pm +1
Please meet your Panda Travel representative at the Hawaiian Airlines international check-in counters, located
in Terminal 2, Lobby 4, a minimum of 3 hours prior to the flight departure time.
Day 2 – January 18th, 2023- Wednesday – Fukuoka-Hakata
After clearing customs, we will be met by our local guide and then the short bus ride to our hotel for our
three-night stay, Hotel Clio Court Hakata, adjacent to the JR Hakata Station.
Location, hard to find a more convenient spot, just steps from so many dining and shopping options. After
checking in, the remainder of the evening is free.
Welcome to Fukuoka, Kyushu’s largest city and Japan’s sixth largest. It is made up of two former towns, the
Fukuoka castle town on the west bank of the Naka-gawa and Hakata on the east. The two towns merged in
1889 as Fukuoka, though the name Hakata is still widely in use. As an example, it is Fukuoka Airport but
Hakata Station.
Whatever you call it; this youthful, user-friendly metropolis has a cosmopolitan charm, peppered with the
flavors of its Asian neighbors. Hakata traces its trading history back some 2000 years, which continues today
with visitors from Seoul and Shanghai. Among Japanese, the city is famed for its 'Hakata bijin' (beautiful
women), SoftBank Hawks’ baseball team and hearty Hakata ramen.
If Fukuoka does not burst with sights like Tokyo or Kyoto, its friendly atmosphere, warm weather, and
contemporary attractions – art, architecture, shopping, and cuisine – make up for it

Hotel Clio Court Hakata

Accommodations: Hotel Clio Court Hakata

Hakata JR Station

free

Day 3 – January 19th, 2023- Thursday – Hakata (B)
After breakfast at our hotel, please meet in the lobby by 8:50am as we are off to discover Hakata.
Our morning begins short drive to the Gion Area for a walking beginning at Tochoji Temple. Completed in
the year 806, it is one of the oldest still intact Buddhist temples in Japan. Founded and dedicated to the
famous Buddhist preacher Kukai, the shrines main attraction is the gigantic Buddha statue. Weighing some
30 tons, it is the largest seated wooden image of Buddha in all of Japan. While the statue isn’t particularly
old, being carved in 1992, it is still quite impressive.

Under the Buddha, you will find a big surprise, a walk-through Heaven and Hell. As you face the statue,
there is a small passageway that you can enter. It takes you past several impressive, but scary art works
depicting the suffering of people in hell. And then, it leads to a narrow, very dark, winding corridor to the
exit. Try and spot the “buddhas ring”, as this is supposed to help you to the promised land. Don’t miss the
last artwork, depicting heaven, at the end of the hall. It is supposed to be a symbol that you can reach heaven
through darkness with the help of the Buddah.
Close-by, the bright red five-storied pagoda and then Kushida Shrine, said to have been founded in 757, it is
one of the oldest shrines in Fukuoka. While not extensive, there are a few notable things to look out for, a
towering gingko tree, said to be over 1,000 years-old and some unusual Tengu masks.
From here, a visit to the Hakata Machiya Folk Museum, to learn some of this ancient city’s history. Hakata is
one of Japan’s oldest cities and served as a link to continental Asia in pre-modern times. While the museum
is small, it remains well worth the visit. See a sample of traditional architecture and an exhibition hall with all
beautiful artefacts that help illuminate the history of this fascinating city.
We are now off the Tenjin Area, Kyushu’s number one downtown shopping area. Enjoy free time to explore,
shop, and have lunch on your own. The streets are lined with fashionable brands side by side with traditional
shops and department stores.
There is an additional underground shopping mall that stretches for about 600 meters, 12 avenues with at
least 150 various shops. We will remain here for two hours so that you have time to leisurely explore.
We end our touring day with a visit at Ishikura Sake Brewery, the only local sake brewery in Hakata. This is
one of Japan’s largest sake rice growing regions, including Yamada Nishiki, the gold standard of sake rice.
Ishikura brews their sake in small lots and is considered a craft brewery. Enjoy time to explore their gift shop
for unique items only found here.
Now, back to our hotel, arrival by 3:15pm and the remainder of the evening is free.

Accommodations: Hotel Clio Court Hakata

free

Day 4 – January 20th, 2023- Friday – Hakata-Kokura-Shimonoseki-Hakata (B)
After breakfast, please meet your guide in the lobby by 9:30am as we are off on a day of touring.
The morning begins with a drive to Shimonoseki to visit Karato Market, a small, lively fish market, packed
with many delicacies. It is famous for its blowfish and sushi galore!
The market began as a street market in 1909 and now ships fish all over Japan. Beside fish, other seasonal
ingredients are available as local farmers set up shop. On weekends, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday the
atmosphere is even more energetic for the Iki-i Bakangai, a sushi battle, an event where all 20 of the market’s
shops bring out their best ingredients as sushi toppings. The colorful sushi lined up in the cases look almost
like a cake buffet. You can buy the sushi at one kan (one piece) prices so you can try many flavors. Enjoy
free time to shop, explore, and enjoy lunch on your own.
Next, off to view Kanmon Bridge, a suspension bridge linking the islands of Honshu and Kyushu over the
Shimonoseki Strait. It was the first major island bridge in Japan. At its opening in 1973, it was the longest
bridge in all of Asia. Its color is a subdued green gray to match the landscape of Kanmon Strait. Enjoy this
photo stop experience.

Now, off to spend time at Gintengai Shopping Street. Back in the early Showa era, this shopping district was
known as the main spot for kimono fabrics. Customers would carefully select each piece of the kimono set-from the haneri on top, the obi in the middle, and the tabi for their feet. Sometimes this would take hours to
complete, but customers would gladly spend the time to choose every single piece and buy the whole set that
day. The shops never skipped on hospitality and were known to serve meals as their customers shopped.
This shopping arcade has a lot to offer, from gourmet yaki udon and green tea flavored sweets to general
shopping good. Enjoy free time to explore and shop.
We now return to Hakata and our hotel, arrival by 4:15pm. The remainder of the afternoon and evening is
free.

Accommodations: Hotel Clio Court Hakata

free

Day 5 – January 21st, 2023- Saturday – Hakata-Karatsu-Huis Ten Bosch (B/L/D)
After breakfast, please meet your guide in the lobby by 8:30am as we are off on a full day of touring, ending
the day in Houis Ten Bosch.
Our morning begins with a drive to Saga, known for traditional ceramics made in the towns of Arita, Imari,
and Karatsu. The drive time is a little over one-hour.
Once here, a visit to Niji no Matsubara, one of three great pine groves in Japan. It is said they were planted
along the shore as protection against wind and ties approximately 400 years ago. Today, these mainly
Japanese black pines, approximately one million of them, is said to be the most beautiful pine grove in Japan.
From here, a drive to Okawauchiyama Village, a secluded pottery village, in the middle of the mountains. It
was once an exclusive pottery hub producing porcelain wear for Japan’s elite. This hidden gem is known by
locals as the “village of the secret kilns.”
The moment you step off the bus, the sightseeing begins, mountains in the background, narrow roads,
pottery, and porcelain everywhere, a stream, and cute bridges. Enjoy free time to explore and maybe shop for
a truly unique gem.
Now off to lunch at China on the Park. This unique spot is a combination of restaurant along with being the
home of the Fukugawa Factory. This establishment dates to the last century when they were chosen to
provide the Imperial household with porcelain.
After lunch, enjoy free time here to browse their facilities which includes a factory, galleries, and shops. One
of their shops offers great discounts on imperfect items which the average person would not even notice.

We now make our way to our hotel, Hotel Nikko Huis Ten Bosch, the official hotel of the Huis Ten Bosch
amusement park and just a 3-minute walk to the entrance. Our arrival will be by 3:00pm so that you can
enjoy the afternoon at the park.
Huis Ten Bosch is a theme park that recreates a Dutch town and is named after one of the Dutch Royal
Family’s residences. This spacious resort offers a total European atmosphere with its picturesque canals,
iconic windmills, beautiful gardens, and architecture.
The park is divided into two areas, the Theme Park Zone, and the Harbor Zone. The Theme Park Zone
houses various amusements in the buildings of its reproduced Dutch old town. Many of them are modern
theaters featuring 3D technology and the like. There is also a haunted house, mirror maze, Ferris Wheel, and
a replica of the Domtoren (Dom Tower) of Utrecht with panoramic views from its observation deck. The
Harbor Zone's main attractions are a theater and a replica of the Palace Huis Ten Bosch, which houses an art
museum.
Enjoy free time to explore, but don’t forget to return for our Japanese dinner that begins at 6:30pm. After
dinner, you can go back to the park.

Accommodations: Hotel Nikko Huis Ten Bosch

free

Day 5 – January 22nd, 2023- Sunday – Huis Ten Bosch-Sasebo-Nagasaki (B)

Happy Chinese New Year!
After breakfast, please meet your guide in the lobby by 8:45am as we journey off to celebrate the Chinese
New Year and enjoy time at Nagasaki’s Lantern Festival.
The morning begins with a 40-minute drive to Kujukushima Pearl Sea Resort, a small hideaway surrounded
by the sea of the Kujuku Islands in Saikai National Park. The beautiful scenery of blue sky, sea, and lush
green islands is one of the most spectacular in the county. We will be enjoying a one-hour sightseeing cruise
to explore its 99 islands.
Now, off to Nagasaki, first with a stop at Nagasaki Station for shopping and lunch on your own. The drive
time here is approximately 1.5 hours.
This afternoon’s touring includes a visit to Glover Garden, a famous sightseeing spot, and an open-air
museum, exhibiting mansions of former Western residents of Nagasaki. This is where English tradesmen
who came to the trading port of Nagasaki settled. The garden offers an enjoyable ambiance as you may visit
important cultural properties such as the homes of these tradesmen, reconstructed western-style buildings,
seasonal flowers, and the view of the port and mountains from the higher points of the city.

We are now off to our hotel, Hotel Monterey Nagasaki, near the old western part of the city. You will find a
variety of shops close by and just a 10-minute walk to China Town and Hamanomachi Shopping Street,
Nagasaki’s largest shopping area with approximately 700 stores. Our arrival will be by 3:45pm.
Please meet you guide back in the lobby by 4:30pm as we walk over to China Town for opening day
festivities of the Nagasaki Lantern Festival. The entire city comes to life with lights, music, parades, and
performances during this 15-day festival. It is the Year of the Rabbit, today, the first day of year for the
Chinese lunar calendar.
The festival began in 1994 by Chinese residents of Nagasaki city's Chinatown. It was a much simpler
celebration, but over the years it has expanded and now is an official annual event. Along with a display of
over 15,000 lanterns, you can enjoy Chinese acrobatics and theatre, fireworks, an even an Emperor’s parade.
There are also many food and souvenir stalls, all offering up a great flavor of China. The lights will be turned
on at 5:00pm. Spend as much time as you please here and then make your way back to the hotel on your
own.

Accommodations: Hotel Monterey Nagasaki

free

Day 6 – January 23rd, 2023- Monday –Nagasaki (B)
After breakfast, please meet your guide in the lobby as we are off on a half day tour of Nagasaki.
Our morning begins with a visit to Nagasaki Peace Park, built on a low hill to the north of the hypocenter of
the atomic bomb blast. It was created to represent the wish for world peace and a vow that such a tragic war
would never be repeated. The park features the 9.7-meter-high Peace Statue symbolizing the Nagasaki
citizens' wish for peace. Sculptor Seibou Kitamura, a Nagasaki native, created this statue as a symbol of the
divine love and mercy of Buddha. The raised right-hand points to the heavens to signify the threat of atomic
weapons while the left arm is raised horizontally to represent the wish for peace. The figure's eyes are lightly
closed in prayer for the souls of the atomic bomb victims. Every year on August 9, the anniversary of the
atomic bombing, a peace memorial ceremony is conducted in front of this statue and a peace declaration is
made to the people of the world. The park also features the Fountain of Peace, which was built in
remembrance of a little girl who wandered in search of water. You can also view a row of monuments
contributed by various nations that form the zone of symbols of world peace.

Nagasaki Peace Park
From here, a visit to Mt. Inasa to enjoy a ride on the ropeway to the observatory on top, offering spectacular
360-degree views of Nagasaki City, extending out to the Sea of Japan. On clear days, you can see as far as
the remote Goto Islands to the west, the Amakusa islands to the south, and fiery Mt. Unzen to the east.

Now, back to our hotel, arrival by 1:30pm and the remainder of the afternoon and evening is free. You will
have plenty of leisure time for shopping and as well to enjoy more of the festivals’ activities.
What should you eat in Nagasaki? One dish that you should try would be Champon noodles. This is a noodle
dish representative of Nagasaki and was made famous by the owner of a Chinese restaurant in the Meiji
period who created it for Chinese exchange students. These soft noodles have a distinct flavor provided by
lye water, an ingredient from China. The soup is made from pork bone or chicken stock. The toppings used
are pork, littleneck clams, shrimp, cabbage, carrots, and many others. Another dish made famous by the
Champon noodles are sara udon. The udon noodles have two types. One would be the chewier version with
thicker noodles and stir-fried toppings, while the other one is thinner and fried with a thicker soup. What is
charming about this dish is that you may enjoy fresh seafood at an affordable price as the area is surrounded
by the sea.

Accommodations: Hotel Monterey Nagasaki

free

Day 7 – January 24th, 2023- Tuesday –Nagasaki-Shimabara-Kumamoto (B/D)
After breakfast, please meet your guide in the lobby by 8:45am as we bid our good-byes to Nagasaki and
journey on to Kumamoto.
The morning begins with a drive to Shimabara where we will be visiting Castella Land for a factory tour,
shopping, and the all-important, ice cream!
Now a specialty of Nagasaki, Castella (honey cake) was brought here by way of Portuguese merchants in the
16th century. The name is derived from Portuguese Pao de Castela, meaning “bread from Castile”.
This popular Japanese sponge cake is made from 4 basic ingredients-sugar, eggs, bread flour and honey. It
has assumed a distinctly light Japanese flavor and texture over the centuries. They are available several
flavors such as honey, chestnut, and green tea. Enjoy tasting and as well, a great omiyage gift giving item.
Our touring day begins at Sakura-no-baba Josaien. During the Edo Period a bustling town sprawled at the
foot of Kumamoto’s formidable castle. Today, that town looks quite a bit different, but you can still find a
taste of the old days, here at Sakura-no-baba Josaien.
Every visitor’s first stop should be the Wakuwaku-Za, an interactive history display on the complex’s west
side. Despite the rather odd name (wakuwaku in Japanese means exciting), Wakuwaku-Za provides a great
introduction to life in a castle town. The bottom floor has many video displays, most of which relate the story
of Kato Kiyomasa and the Hosokawa family.
While most of the displays on the ground floor deal with the Edo Period, a few cover the Satsuma Rebellion,
a Meiji-era revolt in which Kumamoto Castle played a pivotal role. Renegade samurai under the leadership
of former Imperial supporter Takamori Saigo besieged the castle in the winter of 1877. The castle garrison
resisted and stood its ground and Takamori’s army eventually retreated two months later.
Enjoy free time to explore and have lunch on your own.
Close by, a visit at Kumamoto Castle, one of the most impressive castles in Japan. With large castle grounds
and a variety of buildings, Kumamoto Castle offers its visitors one of the most complete castle experiences in
Japan. Only a few structures have survived the centuries since the castle's construction in 1607 intact. The
castle keep and most other buildings are modern reconstructions, but the reconstructions are mostly of a high

quality and new buildings are continually being added. With about 800 cherry trees, the castle becomes a
popular cherry blossom spot usually in late March and early April.
The construction of Kumamoto Castle in the early 1600s took seven years, and it was designed by the feudal
lord (daimyo) who ruled the area, Kato Kiyomasa. Kato was an experienced warrior, and he used his
knowledge to build fortifications that were highly regarded for their strategic effectiveness. Less than 50
years after its construction, the castle and surrounding area were taken from the Kato clan and given to the
Hosokawa clan which ruled the area from Kumamoto Castle for the next two centuries.
A few years after the Meiji Restoration (1868), the castle played a pivotal role during the Seinan Civil War,
during which the famous samurai Saigo Takamori led an uprising in Kyushu against the new government.
Kumamoto Castle was the main garrison of government troops in Kyushu, and Saigo attacked the castle in
early 1877. Despite being outnumbered and losing many buildings, the government forces were able to
withstand Saigo's two-month siege, forcing the rebel forces to retreat.
The castle suffered serious damage in the 2016 earthquake. Many roof tiles fell, foundations were damaged,
walls crumbled, and entire structures collapsed. While the inner grounds are closed to the public, it is
possible to see and enjoy the massive fortress from the outside. Work is ongoing, but still some years from
completion.
Now, off to our hot springs hotel for the evening, Aso Resort Grandvrio Hotel. We will arrive by 5:15pm and
enjoy a Japanese dinner at 6:30pm.
After dinner do enjoy their indoor hot springs, indoor and outdoor.

Accommodations: Aso Resort Grandvrio Hotel

free

Day 8 – January 25th, 2023- Wednesday –Mt. Aso-Dazaifu-Fukuoka (B)
After breakfast, please meet your guide in the lobby by 8:30am to enjoy our last day on tour.
The morning begins with a visit to the highest peak of Mt. Aso northern outer rim, Daikanbo Peak. At 936meters high, the outlook offers stunning views of the towns and fields of Aso Valley below. Daikanbo, which
means large observatory, is named for its panoramic views of the five central peaks of Mt. Aso, and Oita’s
Kuju Mountain range. This grand view is known as the Nehan-zo, or Nirvana Buddha, referencing the image
of Buddha in repose.
There is also a gift shop in the observatory to explore.
From here we make our way towards Fukuoka with a visit at Dazaifu Tenmangu Shrine, one of the most
popular tourist destinations in Fukuoka, where more than 2 million people visit during the first three days of
New Year. In this shrine, Sugawara-no Michizane, an excellent poet, particularly in Chinese poetry in the
late 9th century, is enshrined as the god of academic achievements. During the entrance exam season, young
people from all parts of Japan preparing for these examinations and their parents come to the shrine to pray
for success and academic achievement.
Michizane died in Dazaifu in 903, just a few years after being sent into exile. Shortly after his death the
country was ravaged by natural disasters, and people came to believe that the calamities were caused by the
wrathful spirit of Michizane, still angered by his unjust treatment. Offerings were made to the spirit of

Michizane and the tradition of Tenmangu Shrines was begun. The Tenmangu Shrine in Dazaifu was built on
the site of his grave.
The entire length of the approach is lined with shops that cater to the shrine's visitors. The shrine is rather
large, stretching about 250 meters from one end to the other. After passing through the torii gate at the
entrance, visitors will come across a pond that was built in the shape of the Japanese character for "heart". A
path leads across two arched bridges and islands which represent the past, present and future.
Enjoy free time to explore and have lunch on your own.

Dazaifu Tenmangu Shrine and approached lined with shops on both sides
We are now off to Aeon Mall Fukuoka for some serious last-minute shopping. If you haven’t yet eaten lunch,
no worries, as there are many choices her at the mall.
Time now to make our way to the Fukuoka Airport for our flight home.
Hawaiian Airlines #828 Departs Fukuoka 8:40 pm – Arrive Honolulu 9:15 am

